Comparing Two Proximal Measures of Unrecognized Clinical Deterioration in Children
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Critical deterioration events (CDEs) and emergency transfers (ETs) are two proximal measures to cardiopulmonary arrest, and both aim to evaluate how systems recognize and respond to clinical deterioration in children. This retrospective observational study sought to (1) characterize CDEs and ETs by timing, overlap, and intervention category, and (2) evaluate the performance of the watcher identification system and the pediatric early warning score (PEWS) to identify patients who experience these events. A total of 359 CDEs and 88 ETs occurred during the study period. Respiratory events were most common and accounted for 80.5% of CDEs and 47.7% of ETs. A narrow majority of patients were identified as watchers (55.4% of CDEs and 51.1% of ETs). In total, 85.5% of CDEs and 87.5% of ETs were identified as watchers, elevated PEWS, or both. Opportunities exist for improved escalation plans for high-risk patients to prevent the need for emergent intervention. Journal of Hospital Medicine 2020;15:673-676. © 2020 Society of Hospital Medicine

Unrecognized in-hospital clinical deterioration can lead to substantial morbidity and mortality.1 As a result, hospitals have implemented systems to identify and mitigate this form of potentially preventable harm.2-4 Cardiopulmonary arrest rates are useful metrics to evaluate the effectiveness of systems designed to identify and respond to deteriorating adult patients.5 Pediatric arrests outside of the intensive care unit (ICU) are rare; therefore, the identification of valid and more frequent proximal measures of deterioration is critical to the assessment of current systems and to guide future improvement efforts.6

Bonafide et al developed and validated the critical deterioration event (CDE) metric, demonstrating that children who were transferred to the ICU and who received noninvasive ventilation, intubation, or vasopressor initiation within 12 hours of transfer had an over 13-fold increased risk of in-hospital mortality.7 Implementation of a rapid response system was subsequently associated with a decrease in the trajectory of CDEs.8 At Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center (CCHMC), an additional proximal outcome measure was developed for unrecognized clinical deterioration: emergency transfers (ETs).8,9 An event meets criteria for an ET when the patient undergoes intubation, inotropic support, or three or more fluid boluses in the first hour after arrival or prior to ICU transfer.9 Recently, ETs were associated with an increased in-hospital mortality, ICU length of stay, and post-transfer hospital length of stay when compared with nonemergent transfers.10,11

While both CDEs and ETs were associated with adverse outcomes in children and may be modifiable through better rapid response systems, researchers have not previously compared the extent to which CDEs and ETs capture similar versus distinct events. Furthermore, the ability of focused situation awareness interventions to identify high-risk patients has not previously been assessed. Situation awareness is defined as the perception of elements in the environment, the comprehension of their meaning, and the projection of their status in the near future.12 Clinically, improved situation awareness can lead to earlier recognition of deterioration and a reduction in failure to rescue events.7 The objectives of this study were to (1) describe CDEs and ETs and assess for similarities, differences, and trends, and (2) evaluate the utility of situation awareness interventions to detect patients who experience these events.

METHODS
Setting and Inclusion Criteria
We conducted a retrospective cross-sectional study at CCHMC, a free-standing tertiary care children’s hospital. We included all patients cared for outside of the ICU during their hospitalization from January 2016 to July 2018. Transfer to the ICU included the pediatric and the cardiac ICUs.
**Study Definitions**

CDEs were events in which a patient received noninvasive ventilation, intubation, or vaspressor initiation within 12 hours of ICU transfer (Figure).\(^7\) ETs were events in which a patient underwent intubation, inotropes, or three or more fluid boluses in the first hour after arrival or before transfer (Figure).\(^9\) We examined two distinct situation awareness interventions: watcher identification and the pediatric early warning score (PEWS). A watcher is a situation awareness concern based on clinician perception, or "gut feeling," that the patient is at high risk for deterioration.\(^3,13\) When clinicians designate a patient as a watcher in the electronic medical record, they establish an action plan, reassessment timeline, and objective criteria for activation of the rapid response team to assess the patient. Watcher patients are discussed at institution-wide safety huddles three times daily. The PEWS is a reproducible assessment of the patient’s status based on physiologic parameters, including behavior, cardiovascular, and respiratory assessments.\(^3,4\) At CCHMC, a Monaghan PEWS score is calcul-

---

**TABLE. Categorization of Proximal Deterioration Metrics and Identification by Situation Awareness Interventions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categorization by Event Type</th>
<th>Critical deterioration events, No. (%) (N = 359)</th>
<th>Emergency transfers, No. (%) (N = 88)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory</td>
<td>289 (80.5)</td>
<td>42 (47.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluid/inotrope resuscitation</td>
<td>42 (11.7)</td>
<td>26 (29.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiopulmonary resuscitation</td>
<td>28 (7.8)</td>
<td>20 (22.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identification by SA Intervention</th>
<th>Critical deterioration events, No. (%) (N = 359)</th>
<th>Emergency transfers, No. (%) (N = 88)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Watcher identification</td>
<td>199 (55.4)</td>
<td>45 (51.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEWS ≥4</td>
<td>94 (42.0)</td>
<td>19 (39.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watcher identification and/or PEWS ≥4</td>
<td>307 (85.5)</td>
<td>77 (87.5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)N = 224 patients.

\(^b\)N = 48 patients.

Abbreviations: PEWS, Pediatric Early Warning Score; SA, situation awareness.
Identification of Events by Situation Awareness Interventions

The Table depicts the identification of events by watcher status and PEWS. All events were included for watcher identification, and events with a documented score in the 12 hours prior to transfer were included for PEWS. While half or less of the events were captured by watcher or PEWS separately, over 85% of events were captured by either one or both of the situation awareness interventions. The situation awareness interventions identified CDEs and ETs similarly.

DISCUSSION

This study is the first to classify and compare two proximal measures of clinical deterioration in children. Given that children with escalating respiratory symptoms are often treated successfully outside of the ICU, the findings that most events are respiratory in nature and occur within 1 hour of transfer are not unexpected. The analysis of situation awareness interventions suggests that neither watcher identification nor PEWS is independently sufficient to predict future deterioration. These findings support the necessity of both a clinician “gut feeling” and objective vital sign and physical exam findings to indicate a patient’s clinical status. Initatives to improve the early recognition and mitigation of patient deterioration should focus on both tools to initiate an escalation of care, and work to understand gaps in these identification systems, which currently miss approximately 15% of acutely deteriorating patients. Although most patients had watcher identification or elevated PEWS prior to the event, they still required emergent life-sustaining care, which suggests that opportunities exist to improve mitigation and escalation pathways as a critical prevention effort.

It is likely that CDEs and ETs are important outcome metrics in the evaluation of pediatric escalation systems, including rapid response systems. ETs are less common and more specific for unrecognized deterioration, which makes them a more feasible early metric for assessment. CDEs, which are likely more sensitive, may be useful in settings in which deterioration is rare or a more common outcome enhances power to detect the effect of interventions.

This study has limitations and lends itself to future work. While CDEs and ETs are more common than cardiopulmonary arrest, they remain relatively uncommon. This was a single-site study at a large, tertiary care, free-standing children’s hospital, so generalizability to centers with different characteristics and patient populations may be limited. Future work should focus on comparing patient-level outcomes of CDEs and ETs, including length of stay and mortality. The determination of specific diagnoses and conditions associated with CDEs and ETs may inform targeted preventive improvement science interventions.

CONCLUSION

CDEs were roughly fourfold more common than ETs, with most CDEs occurring within 1 hour of ICU transfer. Most patients were identified by either watcher status or elevated PEWS, suggesting that these tools, when utilized as complementary...
situation awareness interventions, are important for identifying patients at risk for deterioration. Opportunities exist for improved escalation plans for patients identified as high-risk to prevent the need for emergent life-sustaining intervention.
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